Certification of DataVaccinator enabled Applications
Privacy by design with “DataVaccinator inside”
Luxembourg, 08 February 2021 – As privacy and protection of data have
become key concerns for any organisation, provisions must be put in place in
order to inhibit unauthorised access to and abuse of sensitive data. By integrating
the DataVaccinator open source software, any application can satisfy these
requirements in an efficient and affordable manner.
Certification of Applications with “DataVaccinator inside”
Prior to the arrival of DataVaccinator, implementation of pseudonymisation and
privacy by design were tedious and costly tasks. As the pioneer for industrialised
pseudonymisation in realtime, DataVaccinator follows an ambitious mission:
“Making these tasks efficient with top quality modules is what DataVaccinator
stands for” says Kurt Kammerer, its CEO. “Developers can easily integrate
DataVaccinator into their applications as they benefit from proven software
modules. Furthermore, DataVaccinator enabled applications that adhere to specific
data management and data process rules can be certified as “DataVaccinator
inside” by the DataVaccinator company.
DataVaccinator Vault for data-sensitive applications
Mitigating cyber risks of sensitive data such as medical records or bank statements
requires, that identifiable data of a person (PID/PII) is managed separately from
content data, at any time. This separate data management is enabled in realtime
by the DataVaccinator software that provides sophisticated options for the hosting
of the data including the DataVaccinator Vault. With this vault service, the
encrypted PID/PII data is managed 24/7 by the DataVaccinator company while the
content data is managed by another entity, be it the SaaS provider, the software
vendor that operates content data in the cloud, or the customer himself. This dual
organisational setup elevates applications to the highest level of data privacy and
protection. The DataVaccinator Vault is only available to applications that have
been certified as “DataVaccinator inside” applications.
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About DataVaccinator
DataVaccinator protects your sensitive data and information against abuse. At the very
moment when data is being generated, the DataVaccinator service splits that data and
uses advanced pseudonymisation techniques to separate content from identity information.
Thus, the DataVaccinator service reduces cyber security risks in the health, industry,
finance and other sectors and supports service providers, device manufacturers, data
generating and data handling parties to manage sensitive data in a secure and GDPRcompliant manner. In contrast to other offerings, DataVaccinator industrialises
pseudonymisation in realtime. For more information: https://www.datavaccinator.com/.
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